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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Modern DXV Lowell Bath Collection Expands with
Elegant Wood Console Sink Stands
Sleek, Solid Wood Construction in Light Ash and Graphite Finishes Provides
Sophisticated Styling to Enhance Luxury Bathroom Suite
ORLANDO, KITCHEN & BATH INDUSTRY SHOW (January 10, 2017) ― Luxury brand
DXV, a division of LIXIL Americas, augments its modern design-inspired Lowell bath
fixture collection with a unique offering of
wood console sink stands that are highlighted
with chic leather accents.

Juxtaposing artful lines and flowing forms
against geometric shapes, these sleek
console sink stands offer a tasteful alternative
to traditional pedestal sinks in master baths
and powder rooms. The natural materials of
the solid wood Lowell console legs provide an
elegant contrast to the cool, clean lines of the
Lowell sink and its conveniently-located front
towel bar in polished chrome.
- more -

Modern DXV Lowell Bath Collection Expands with Elegant Wood Console Sink Stands

Designed to complement the existing Lowell bathroom collection, these solid wood
consoles are available in a choice of Light Ash or Graphite wood finishes, with
coordinated accents of textured leather on the console spokes. List price is $990 and
they are protected by a two-year warranty.

The Lowell bathroom collection is sold through an exclusive network of showrooms and
dealers across North America. The new Lowell consoles will be available January 2017.
For more information, visit www.dxv.com or call (800) 227-2734.

ABOUT DXV
DXV is a portfolio of luxury bath and kitchen products that celebrates the distinguished 140-plusyear heritage of American Standard. DXV reimagines the most influential design movements
during that time: Classic (1890-1920), Golden Era (1920-1950), Modern (1950-1990), and
Contemporary (1990-Present). DXV is part of LIXIL, a global leader in housing and building
materials products and services. The DXV Showroom at Flatiron is open to explore our luxury
products and collections. Learn more at www.dxv.com, or follow us at facebook.com/dxv,
twitter.com/DXV, youtube.com/DXVLuxury, pinterest.com/dxv, instagram.com/dxvluxury.

ABOUT LIXIL
LIXIL is the most comprehensive and connected global company in the housing and building
industry, delivering human-centric innovation that enhances people’s living spaces – we call this
Living Technology. Delivering core strengths in water, housing, building and kitchen technologies,
our brand portfolio including LIXIL®, GROHE®, American Standard Brands, DXV®, INAX® and
Permasteelisa® are leaders in the industries and regions. Operating in more than 150 countries
and employing more than 80,000 people, we bring together function, quality and design to
provide better living solutions to the world today and for future generations. Learn more at
www.lixil.com and follow us at facebook.com/lixilgroup.
Lowell™ is a trademark of American Standard Brands.
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